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ABSTRACT
An automatic test-generation tool can produce a large number of
test inputs to exercise the class under test. However, without specifications, developers cannot inspect the execution of each automatically generated test input practically. To address the problem, we
have developed an automatic test abstraction tool, called Abstra,
to extract high level object-state-transition information from unittest executions, without requiring a priori specifications. Given a
class and a set of its generated test inputs, our tool extracts object
state machines (OSM): a state in an OSM represents an object state
of the class and a transition in an OSM represents method calls of
the class. When an object state in an OSM is concrete (being represented by the values of all fields reachable from the object), the size
of the OSM could be too large to be useful for inspection. To address this issue, we have developed techniques in the tool to abstract
object states based on returns of observer methods, branch coverage
of methods, and individual object fields, respectively. The tool provides useful object-state-transition information for programmers to
inspect unit-test executions effectively. In particular, the tool helps
facilitate correctness inspection, program understanding, fault isolation, and test characterization.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging
General Terms: Experimentation, Reliability, Verification.
Keywords: Software Testing, Program Understanding, Debugging.

1. INTRODUCTION
Given a class, automatic test-generation tools can generate a large
number of test inputs, including some valuable corner or special inputs that developers often forget to include in their manually written tests. When developers write specifications for the class, some
specification-based test generation tools [3, 8] automatically check
the execution of generated tests against the written specifications.
Without specifications, developers rely on uncaught exceptions or
inspect the executions of generated test inputs in order to determine
whether the program behaves as expected. However, it is limited to
rely on only uncaught exceptions for exposing faulty behavior and
it is impractical to for developers to inspect the executions of a large
number of generated test inputs.
To help developers to inspect unit-test executions effectively, we
have developed a test abstraction tool, called Abstra, to help developers to inspect object-state-transition behavior. Given a class and
a set of existing tests (generated either automatically or manually),
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Abstra extracts a set of object state machines (OSM): a state in an
OSM represents an object state of the class and a transition in an
OSM represents method calls of the class. A state in an OSM can
be concrete or abstract. A concrete state of an object is characterized by the values of the fields that are transitively reachable from
the object. A concrete OSM is an OSM with concrete states.
Because a concrete OSM is often too complicated to be useful
for inspection, we have developed three techniques in Abstra for
abstracting the concrete states in an OSM to abstract states. An
abstract OSM is an OSM with abstract states. These three techniques complement with each other and each of them can be effective for helping inspect specific types of programs. The observer
abstraction technique [15] uses the return values of observers (public methods with non-void returns) invoked on a concrete object
as an abstract state in an OSM. The branch-coverage abstraction
technique [19] uses the branch coverage of methods invoked on a
concrete object as an abstract state. The state-slicing abstraction
technique [16] uses the values of each member field of the concrete
object.
In this demo, we present the abstract OSMs extracted by Abstra and show how developers can inspect these OSMs to improve
correctness inspection, program understanding, fault isolation, and
test characterization (e.g., identifying the weakness of a test suite).

2.

RELATED WORK

Ernst et al. [5] developed the Daikon tool to dynamically infer
likely invariants from test executions. Invariants are in the form
of axiomatic specifications. These invariants describe the observed
relationships among the values of object fields, arguments, and returns of a single method in a class interface, whereas OSMs describe the observed state-transition relationships among multiple
methods in a class interface and we have used three techniques to
abstract concrete object states; the state-representation techniques
except for the state-slicing abstraction technique do not explicitly
refer to object fields.
Henkel and Diwan [9] and our previous work [17] discover algebraic specifications from the execution of automatically generated unit tests . These discovered algebraic specifications present
a local view of relationships between two methods, whereas OSMs
present a global view of relationships among multiple methods. In
addition, Henkel and Diwan’s approach cannot infer local properties that are related to indeterministic transitions in abstract OSMs
and these indeterministic transitions are often useful for inspection.
In summary, abstract OSMs are a useful form of behavior representation, complementing algebraic specifications or axiomatic specifications inferred from unit-test executions.
Whaley et al. [13] developed a tool to extract multiple finite
state machines as component interfaces from system-test execu-

tions. From system-test executions, Yang and Evans [18] developed the Terracotta tool to dynamically infer a program’s temporal properties, which are extensions of the response property pattern [4]. Ammons et al. [1] developed a tool to mine protocol
specifications in the form of a finite state machine from systemtest executions. These three existing tools infer sequencing constraints from system-test executions without taking into account the
actual state information whereas the states in abstract OSMs are abstracted from concrete states exercised by unit-test executions.

3. OBJECT STATE MACHINE
To characterize program behavior related to object-state transition, we have defined an object state machine for a class [15]:
D EFINITION 1. An object state machine (OSM) M of a class
c is a sextuple M = (I, O, S, δ, λ, IN IT ) where I, O, and S
are nonempty sets of method calls in c’s interface, returns of these
method calls, and states of c’s objects, respectively. IN IT ∈ S is
the initial state that the machine is in before calling any constructor
method of c. δ : S × I → P (S) is the state transition function and
λ : S × I → P (O) is the output function where P (S) and P (O)
are the power sets of S and O, respectively. When the machine is
in a current state s and receives a method call i from I, it moves to
one of the next states specified by δ(s, i) and produces one of the
method returns given by λ(s, i).
When a method call in a class interface is executed, an uncaught
exception might be thrown. To represent the state where an object
is in after an exception-throwing method call, we introduce a special type of states in an OSM: exception states. After a method call
on an object throws an uncaught exception, the object is in an exception state represented by the type name of the exception. The
exception-throwing method call transits the object from the object
state before the method call to the exception state.
An OSM can be deterministic or nondeterministic. The object
states in an OSM can be concrete or abstract. In a concrete OSM,
states of an object are represented by its concrete-state representation. An object’s concrete-state representation is characterized by
the values of all the field transitively reachable from the object [14].
Because some object fields may be reference types and their values
point to memory addresses (which can be different in different runs
of the same test), we use a linearization algorithm [14] to collect
the values of these reference-type fields so that comparing state
representations takes into account comparing object-graph shapes
but without directly comparing memory addresses. Two states are
equivalent if their state representations are the same, and are nonequivalent otherwise.
For example, we can use a test generation tool called Rostra (developed in our previous work [14]) to generate tests for a UBStack
class, which implements a bounded stack that stores unique elements of integer type [11]. Figure 1 shows a concrete OSM exercised by generated tests, containing 41 states and 142 transitions
and Figure 2 shows a detailed view of the highlighted area in Figure 1. States in the OSM are shown as circles in Figure 2 and the
labels inside these circles are the state representations, which include field names followed by “:” and corresponding field values
(array-element values are separated by “;”). The three states in Figure 2 represent three full stacks. Although they have the same set
of stack elements, these elements are stored in three stacks in different orders. Transitions in the OSM are shown as directed edges
that connect circles (states). These edges are labelled with method
names and arguments.
We have observed that the concrete OSM is too complex to be
useful in practice. Although we can zoom in to view details of

Figure 1: An overview of UBStack concrete OSM (containing
41 states and 142 transitions) exercised by generated tests

Figure 2: A detailed view of the selected area in UBStack concrete OSM
object states and transitions such as in the highlighted area in Figure 1, these details in such a large OSM are often not very useful
for inspection.

4.

TEST ABSTRACTION

Because concrete OSMs are often too complicated to be useful
for inspection, we developed the Abstra tool to abstract concrete
states and construct abstract OSMs. An abstract state of an object
is defined by an abstraction function [10]; the abstraction function
maps each concrete state to an abstract state. We developed three
techniques for constructing abstraction functions based on observer
methods invoked on concrete states, branch coverage of methods
invoked on concrete states, and individual fields of concrete states.

4.1

Observer Abstraction

The observer abstraction technique constructs an abstraction
function by using return values of methods invoked on concrete
states.
A method m is characterized by its defining class c, method
name, and method signature. A method call mc of a method m
is a pair hm, ai where a is a vector of method-argument values.
We first define an observer method following previous work on
specifying algebraic specifications for a class [9]:
D EFINITION 2. An observer method of a class c is a method ob
in c’s interface such that the return type of ob is not void.

Given a class c and a set of observer-method calls OB =
{ob1 , ob2 , ..., obn } of c, the observer abstraction technique constructs an abstraction of c with respect to OB. In particular, a concrete state cs is mapped to an abstract state as defined by n values
OBR = {obr1 , obr2 , ..., obrn }, where each value obri represents
the return value of method call obi invoked on cs.
D EFINITION 3. Given a class c and a set of observer-method
calls OB = {ob1 , ob2 , ..., obn } of c, an observer abstraction with
respect to OB is an OSM M of c such that the states in M are
abstract states defined by OB.
Then we construct an abstract OSM where all states are abstract
states with respect to OB.
By default, each observer abstraction generated by our Abstra
tool is defined based on the calls of a single observer method. When
an observer method has different method calls (with different given
arguments), we invoke these method calls of the observer method
and use their return values to construct an observer abstraction.

4.2 Branch-Coverage Abstraction
The branch-coverage abstraction technique constructs an abstraction function by using branch coverage of methods invoked
on concrete states. We first define the branch coverage we shall use
in representing an abstract state of an object.
D EFINITION 4. Conditional set CS of a method m are a set
of strings, including all the conditional strings (together with their
source-code-line numbers) that appear in the body of m, m’s direct
and indirect callees.
D EFINITION 5. Given an object o of class c and a method
call mc:hm, ai of c, assume CS is the conditional set of
m, branch coverage BC of mc on o is a map from CS to
{true, f alse, both, n/a}, where the map is defined based on
whether a conditional’s false branch, true branch, both branches,
or neither branch is covered during the execution of mc on o.
D EFINITION 6. Given an object o of class c and a set of c’s
method calls M C = {mc1 , mc2 , ..., mcn }, the abstract state of
o with respect to M C is represented by {BC1 , BC2 , ..., BCn },
where BCi is branch coverage of mci on o.
Then we construct an abstract OSM where all states are abstract
states with respect to M C.
By default, each abstract OSM generated by our Abstra tool is
defined based on all method calls whose methods have a non-empty
conditional set.

the value of the member field to represent an abstract state, we may
still produce a complex abstract OSM. To address this issue, by
default our Abstra tool conducts structural abstraction on a member field of a reference type by keeping only structural information
among object fields but ignoring those primitive field values in a
sliced state. The underlying rationale for structural abstraction is
that object states sharing the same object graph structure often exhibit certain common behavior.
By default, each abstract OSM generated by our Abstra tool is
defined based on a single member field.

5.

DISCUSSION

The observer abstraction technique relies on the availability of
(good) observer methods. The complexity of an abstract OSM with
respect to observer methods depends on the characteristics of its
corresponding observer methods. Observer abstractions help investigate behavior related to the return values of observers. The effectiveness of the state-slicing abstraction technique depends on the
characteristics of member fields. The effectiveness of the branchcoverage abstraction technique depends on the characteristics of
control flow graphs in method body.
In some cases, it might be difficult to construct a good abstraction function from the code with default configurations of these
three techniques. Then human inputs can be used to improve the
results. For example, developers can configure Abstra to use several observer methods for constructing an abstract OSM, rather than
using a single observer method. Developers can write extra observer methods for the class under test in order to get better abstract
OSMs. Developers can configure the branch-coverage abstraction
to use only the branches in a specified subset of public methods or
the branches that are related to specified object fields. Developers
can specify the state-slicing abstraction to use a group of member
fields rather than using a single observer method. Developers can
construct indistinguishability properties [8] or other forms of abstraction functions to group values of specific member fields when
applying the state-slicing abstraction technique.
We expect that this way of getting human inputs in Abstra shall
be better for many types of programs than requiring upfront human inputs in traditional formal methods. First, we expect that
programmers would be more willing to provide their inputs of abstraction functions after they have already seen OSMs extracted
without their upfront inputs (some OSMs could have already been
useful for them to understand parts of program behavior). Second,
we expect that it would be easier for programmers to formulate abstraction functions based on the crude OSMs extracted by Abstra.

4.3 State-Slicing Abstraction

6.

The state-slicing abstraction technique constructs an abstraction
function by using the values of specific member fields of concrete
states.

The Abstra tool consists of four components: state collector, test
generator, OSM extractor, and OSM presenter.
State Collector. To collect concrete object states, Abstra uses
Java reflection mechanisms [2] to recursively collect all the fields
that are reachable from an object. Abstra also instruments test
classes to collect method call information that is used to reproduce
object states in test generation.
Test Generator. Recall that the observer abstraction and branchcoverage abstraction techniques require invoking specific methods
on the concrete state to be abstracted. Because these method calls
may not occur in the existing test suite, our test generator generates
new tests to invoke methods on each concrete state exercised by
the existing test suite. In particular, we perform combinatorial test
generation on the two types of inputs: concrete states exercised by
the existing test suite and method calls exercised by the existing

D EFINITION 7. Given an object o of class c and a set of c’s
member fields M F = {mf1 , mf2 , ..., mfn }, the abstract state of
o with respect to M F is represented by {f v1 , f v2 , ..., f vn }, where
f vi is value of o’s mfi .
Then we construct an abstract OSM where all states are abstract
states with respect to M F .
Note that if the member field is of a reference type, the value of
the member field include the values of all fields transitively reachable from the member field. But a member field of a reference type
often points to a complex object graph; therefore, even if we use
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Figure 3: isEmpty observer abstraction of HashMap (screen
snapshot)
test suite. Abstra uses Java reflection mechanisms [2] to generate
and execute new tests online. Abstra exports generated tests to a
JUnit [6] test class.
OSM Extractor. For observer abstraction, Abstra collects the
return values of observer methods invoked on each concrete object state. For branch-coverage abstraction, Abstra collects covered
branches of methods invoked on each concrete object state. For
state-slicing abstraction, Abstra collects field values of each concrete object state. After collecting the information required to represent abstract states, Abstra construct transitions (method calls)
among them to construct abstract OSMs.
OSM Presenter. Abstra displays extracted abstract OSMs by
using the Grappa package, which is part of graphviz [7].
For example, Figure 3 shows a screen snapshot of an abstract OSM generated based on an observer method isEmpty of
HashMap, which is an implementation of a map in the Java Collections Framework, being a part of the standard Java libraries [12].
We configured Abstra to display on each edge only the method
name associated with the transition. When developers want to see
the details of a transition, they can move the mouse cursor over the
method name associated with the transition and then the details are
displayed (detail notations are described in [15]).
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